Joseph E. Aldy is Professor of the Practice of Public Policy at the Harvard Kennedy School, a University Fellow at Resources for the Future, a Faculty Research Fellow at the National Bureau of Economic Research, and a Senior Adviser at the Center for Strategic and International Studies.

Virtual visit sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa (Alpha of Missouri Chapter), Department of Economics, Department of Political Science, and Truman School of Public Affairs

“Saving the Planet Cost-Effectively”
Monday, October 5th, 2020: 5:30-6:30PM CDT / 6:30-7:30PM EDT

Zoom: https://umsystem.zoom.us/j/94887784970?pwd=YjRFbWZOUkVxYSs5TG5jVjM5Zy8rdz09

(Public lecture followed by moderated questions)

Also with Professor Aldy:
“Transparency in Climate Policy: Using Forecasting Tools to Evaluate Emission Mitigation Efforts”
Tuesday, October 6th, 2020: 3:30-5:00PM CDT / 4:30-6:00PM EDT
Economics/Political Science/Truman School of Public Affairs joint seminar. Mizzou community welcome.
Zoom: https://umsystem.zoom.us/j/92337785430?pwd=WUtYXdNeFlBbS84UHR4cFVLVTQ3QT09

Questions? Contact Zack Miller, millerjisaac@missouri.edu